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Marshall, Kim: on his experience of briefer observations, 174; on “Hyperactive Superficial Principal Syndrome,” 316; Rethinking Supervision and Evaluation by, 3, 174
Martinez, Jay, 348
Mary Ann. See Stinson, Mary Ann Green
Marzano, Robert J., 3, 131
Mastery: action for teaching and reteaching, 50–57; content and skill needed for, 94; Stop and Jot on feedback, 162
Math: assessments related to, 30–33; Both Content and Skill (key needs in core subjects), 94–95; Teacher PD—Reteaching Math, 194, 196
Math assessment: core idea on math standards, 32; questions used for, 31–33; ratio and rate reasoning standard, 30
Mather School (Dorchester, MA), 174
McTighe, Jay, 97
Meadowmount School of Music (New York), 139
Meetings: data-driven instruction, 57–60; Eric Diamon’s Schedule: Student Culture, All Meetings, and Observations, 326; Eric Diamon’s Schedule: Student Culture, All Meetings, Observations, and Staff Culture Checks, 327; Eric Diamon’s Schedule: Student Culture and All Meetings, 324; Eric Diamon’s Schedule: Student Culture and Group Meetings, 323; feedback, 128, 158–165; leading PD of leadership team, 184–186; Observation and Feedback schedule for, 17t; planning, 121–122; your weekly schedule for teacher/leader, 318, 321, 325. See also Weekly Data Meetings
Mehta, Jal, 98
Memphis Daily News, 290
Miguel (father-in-law), 9
Minute-by-minute systems: Findings from the Field on using, 232–233; Minute-by-Minute Student Culture plan, 233–236; transforming student culture with, 232
Modeling: building trust among the staff with respectful, 263–264; description of, 52; Enlightenment and Revolution lesson plan taught using, 111–112; feedback and extended, 165; guided discourse vs., 51–52; Reteaching 101—Model, 144–145; See the feedback delivery, 157; as strategy for feedback, 165; student culture turnaround requires constantly and constancy, 250–251; your school culture vision comes alive with, 240
Modeling videos: clip 3 (Think-Aloud—Set Listening Task), 52; clip 4 (Worrell—Think-Aloud—Model the Thinking), 53; clip 28 (Pelliccio—See It [Model]—Academic Discourse), 225
Monitor routines: how to establish, 142; Routines and Procedures 201, 142; teacher radar, 143; whole-class reset, 143–144
Monitoring: adjust Exit Tickets, Do Nows, or homework, 57; feedback systems, 169–174; independent practice, 57, 143–144; to maximize the power of PD, 208–209; Monitoring Planning guide to review lesson, 118–119; observe small-group work, 57; reteaching by student work, 56–57; roll out lesson plans and establish routines for, 142–143; spiral content within lessons, 57; student culture launch and role of, 224, 243–248
Monitoring planning: core idea on importance of, 117; description of, 92, 116–117; Monitoring Planning guide to review lesson, 118–119
Monthly maps: description and function of, 335–336; Principal Monthly Map example, 336–337; template for, 338–339
Morning Circle, 230–231
Morning routines: clip 27 (Garza—See It [Model]—Morning Routines), 222, 226; Plan Your Vision: Morning Circle, 230–231; Sample Minute-by-Minute Student Culture Plan on Elementary School Morning Arrival, 233–236; Stop and Jot about, 226
Muhammad Ali, 59
Multiple choice questions: comparing open-ended questions to, 34; on Shakespeare’s Macbeth, 33–34
Name It (See It. Name It. Do It.): coaching for effective planning using, 113; core ideas and one-pagers, 13–15; create a staff culture of practice using, 274; Giving Effective Feedback and name the action step, 167–168; Giving Effective Feedback using, 166–169; how to teach using the, 199; introduction to the, 9–10; list observation and feedback action steps, 138; make the complicated simple, and the simple, powerful using, 199; name what you see to see it more clearly, 199; practice by locking it in and renaming action step, 163; tools available on the DVD, 165. See also See It. Name It. Do It. framework
Name It videos: clip 17 (Anderson—Name It—Feedback Meeting), 158; clip 29 (Carr—Do It—Roll Out to Staff), 238–239
Narrate the positive, 279
National SAM Innovation Project, 334
Natural exit strategy, 275
NCAA Division 1 University of Connecticut’s women’s basketball team, 3–4
Needs. See Learning needs

New Jersey PARRC Results: Camden Prep, 184

New Jersey State PARRC Test Results:
Alexander Street School, 54
North Star Vailsburg Middle School (Newark), 136, 348
North Star Washington Park High School, 35, 37, 52, 296

O

Objectives. See Data-driven objectives

Observation and feedback: Action Planning Worksheet for OBSERVATION AND FEEDBACK, 15–16, 179–180; Action Steps for Principals for Observation and Feedback, 176–179; benefits of biweekly, 131; benefits to PD by, 198; deliver effective feedback, 154–169; description of the lever of, 8; distribute across your leadership team, 132; Eric Diamon’s Schedule: Student Culture, All Meetings, and Observations, 326; Eric Diamon’s Schedule: Student Culture, All Meetings, Observations, and Staff Culture Checks, 327; Findings from the Field on finishing prep work for, 136–137; Guide to Training Materials (DVD) on, 298; keys for effective, 130–174; monitoring your feedback, 169–174; Observation and Feedback Case Study scenarios, 151–154; one-on-one, 127–128; resources available on the DVD, 180; Sample Instructional Leadership Rubric—Advanced Column for, 310; schedule for, 171; teacher development as real purpose of, 129; 30-day playbook on student culture providing, 245–246; turnaround—what to do first, 174–175; understanding your own resistance to turnaround of, 175; weekly schedule for classroom, 318, 325. See also Classrooms; Coaching; Communication; Feedback delivery

Observation and feedback action steps: close the loop, 138; identifying the right, 137–151; for management trajectory, 141–148; for rigor trajectory, 141–150; use economy of language, 137; use universal prompts, 138, 146–147

Observation and Feedback Case Study: scenario 1, 151–153; scenario 2, 152, 153

Observation and feedback keys: give effective feedback, 130, 154–169; identify the key action step, 130, 137–154; monitor your feedback, 130, 169–174; observe frequently and consistently, 130, 131–137

Observation and feedback videos: clip 15 (Anderson—Do It [Practice]—Feedback Meeting), 128; video clip 17 (Anderson—Name It—Feedback Meeting), 158–159; video clip 18 (Anderson—Do It [Plan]—Feedback Meeting), 160–161; video clip 19 (Bridges—Real-Time Feedback), 164

Observation and feedback worksheets: Action Planning Worksheet for OBSERVATION AND FEEDBACK, 15–16; Weekly Observation Feasibility Worksheet, 132–135

Observation trackers: to identify PD needs, 188; Observation Tracker—Record of Your Coaching (Individual Teacher Tab), 170–172; Observation Tracker—Summary Page (All-Teacher Summary Tab), 172–173, 189

Observations: Interim Assessment Analysis Meeting vs. just, 58; PD implementation by doing, 209; small-group work, 57; as not sufficient on its own, 6–7; weekly data meetings as higher-leverage than, 57–59. See also Walkthroughs

One-Pagers: description and use in this book, 13–14; Get Better Faster Scope and
Sequence, 141–150, 153; Giving Effective Feedback, 166–169; Planning Meeting, 114–116; Professional Development, 205–207; Real-Time Feedback, 164–165; Student Culture Plan, 233–235; Weekly Data Meeting, 68–69

Open-ended questions: comparing multiple choice to, 33–34; data analysis for, 48–49; open-ended responses to, 34

P
Pacing lessons, 144
Palumbo, Laura, impact of PD on her Sonnet 65 class discussion, 181–182
A Parent’s Testimonial on Student Culture: “My Third Graders Talks About Going to College” (Wheelington), 249
Pastore, Patrick, 154
Peak moments: description and key characteristics of, 277; examples of some that you can make, 278–279
Pelliccio, Emelia, 225
Pisano, Gary P., 203
Planning: Action Steps for Principles, 120–123; coaching, 92, 112–116; description of the lever, 8; Guide to Training Materials (DVD) on, 298; increased test scores due to effective, 90–91 fig; lesson, 92, 106–112; monitoring, 92, 116–118; one-on-one planning with a purpose, 89; pulling the level for, 124–125; turnaround—what to do first, 119; unit, 92–106; what to do first to turnaround, 119
Planning turnaround: for schools with curriculum planning autonomy, 119; for schools without curriculum planning autonomy, 119
The Power of Moments (Heath and Heath), 277
Practice: action steps for independent, 142–144; create a staff culture of, 274–275; culture is formed by repeated, 222; Enlightenment and Revolution lesson plan on adequate time for, 111; follow up and expectations for, 67–68; Giving Effective Feedback, 168–169; as key to PD objectives, 193; PD only as powerful as what you, 183, 202; perfect practice to make perfect, 162; plan the reteach before you, 65–66; what do you want PD participants to, 192; your PD is only as powerful as what you, 202
Practice keys: add complexity piece by piece, 163; lock it in and rename the action step, 163; perfect practice makes it perfect, 163; practice the gap, 162–163
Practice videos: clip 11 (Stinson—Do It [Practice]—Weekly Data Meeting), 66; clip 12 (Frazier—Do It [Practice]—Weekly Data Meeting), 66; clip 13 (Stinson—Do It [Follow Up]—Weekly Data Meeting), 67; clip 14 (Frazier—Do It [Follow Up]—Weekly Data Meeting), 67; clip 15 (Anderson—Do It [Practice]—Feedback Meeting), 128; clip 20 (Dowling—Do It [Practice]—Leading PD), 182, 201–202; clip 24 (Frazier—Do It [Practice]—Leading PD), 201; clip 26 (Burnam—See It—Practice Clinic), 210
Practice What Matters: Keys to PD Objectives, 193
Principal action steps: Action Steps for Principals for Data-Driven Instruction, 80–83; Action Steps for Principals for Managing School Leadership Teams, 310–311; Action Steps for Principals for Observation and Feedback, 176–179; Action Steps for Principals for Planning, 120–123; Action Steps for Principals for Professional Development, 212–216; Action Steps for Principals for Staff Culture, 286–287; Action Steps for Principals for Student Culture, 254–259
Principal managers: the golden ratio (12:1) to remember for, 292–293; how to use Leverage Leadership 2.0 for, 20–21; managing school leadership teams, 8, 132, 289–312

The Principal Manager’s Guide to Leverage Leadership (Bambrick-Santoyo), 54

Principal Monthly Map, 336–337

“Principal Personality” myth, 7, 292


Principals: are instructional leaders as well as administrators, 6; how to use Leverage Leadership 2.0 for, 18–19; “Hyperactive Superficial Principal Syndrome” of, 316; “Principal Personality” myth, 7, 292. See also Instructional leaders

Professional development case studies:

Professional development objectives: ask questions to narrow focus of PD, 192–193; bite-size key to, 193; designing PD to address specific, 192–193; highest leverage key to, 193; identifying data-driven, 187; measurable key to, 193; Practice What Matters, 193

Professional development (PD): Action Planning Worksheet for PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT, 216–217; Action Steps for Principals Professional Development, 212–216; Antonio Burt and Laura Garza scenarios on, 184–186; description of the lever, 8; DVD resources and materials on, 10, 11, 16, 216–217; follow up, 208–209; Guide to Training Materials (DVD) on, 298; importance of reflection in, 202–204; Leverage Leadership 2.0 introduction to new materials, 11; management trajectory action steps for, 141–148; myth that it takes ten years, 7; as observation and feedback purpose, 129; Observation Tracker—Summary Page All-Teacher Summary Tab, 189; preparing presentations for, 204; real school needs respond to effective, 186; rigor trajectory action steps for, 141–150; Sample Instructional Leadership Rubric—Advanced Column for, 310; Shakespeare’s Sonnet 65 discussion impacted by, 181–182; turnaround—what to do first, 210–211. See also Teachers

Professional development (PD) videos: clip 20 (Dowling—Do It [Practice]—Leading PD), 182, 201–202; clip 21 (Dowling—See It. Name It—Leading PD), 197–198; clip 22 (Corburn—Do It [Plan]—Leading PD), 200; clip 23 (Frazier—Do It [Plan]—Leading PD), 201; clip 24 (Frazier—Do It [Practice]—Leading PD), 201; clip 25 (Worrell—Reflect), 203; clip 26 (Burnam—See It—Practice Clinic), 210

Professional development practice: case studies on crafting high leverage actions for, 193–196; PD only as powerful as what you, 183, 202; Practice What Matters (keys to PD objectives), 193

Professional development presentations: follow up your, 208–209; Professional Development—An Effective Approach to
Leading PD, 205–207; tips for preparing, 204
Professional Development—An Effective Approach to Leading PD, 205–207
Project scheduling, 328
Pulling the lever: Action Planning Worksheet for DATA-DRIVEN INSTRUCTION, 86–87; Action Planning Worksheet for OBSERVATION AND FEEDBACK, 15–16, 179–180; Action Planning Worksheet for PLANNING, 124–125; Action Planning Worksheet for PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT, 216–217; Action Planning Worksheet for STAFF CULTURE, 288; Action Planning Worksheet for STUDENT CULTURE, 259–261. See also Levers

Q
Question-level data analysis: description of, 46–47; for open-ended questions, 48–49; single-question-level analysis, 47–48
Questions: guided discourse strategic, 55–56; multiple choice, 33–34; to narrow focus of PD, 192; open-ended, 34, 48–49

R
Ratio and rate reasoning: math assessment using, 31–33; sixth-grade math standard of, 30
Real-time feedback: benefits of, 164; best strategies for giving, 165; two criteria for giving, 164–165; video clip 19 (Bridges—Real-Time Feedback), 164
Reflections: lock in learning by writing down your, 204; PD and importance of, 202–204; tips on getting the most learning out of, 203; video clip 25 (Worrell—Reflect), 203
ReGeneration Schools (Chicago), 250
Relationship building: appreciate your staff for, 276; engage in small talk for, 275; follow up to accountability conservations for, 284; staff culture enhanced by, 275–277
Relevance: deeper learning requires, 98; unit planning for rigor and, 98–99
Remember their story, 275
Resistant teachers, 283
Respect, 263–264
Reteaching: as being a relay and not a sprint, 56; guided discourse approach to, 51–52, 54fig–56; modeling approach to, 51–53; monitoring student work approach to, 56–57; planning the, 65–66; Reteaching 101—Model for, 144–145; Teacher PD—Reteaching Math, 194, 196. See also Learning; Teaching
Reteaching 101—Model, 144–145
Rethinking Teacher Supervision and Evaluation (Marshall), 3, 174
“Revenge Taken by the Black Army for Cruelties Practiced on Them by the French” (Barlow engraving), 109fig
Rigor: interim assessments with “college-ready,” 37–38; monitoring to match what students need to, 117; planning as key to achieving, 92; rigor trajectory action step for development, 141–150; sixth-grade math assessment of learning and, 31–33; standards used set the bar for, 30; unit planning consideration of relevance and, 98–99; a word on multiple choice, open-ended responses, and, 33–34
Rigor trajectory action steps: independent practice, 142–144; Lead Student Discourse 101, 146–147; Lead Student Discourse 201, 148–150; respond to student learning needs, 144–146; write lesson plans, 141
Rolfert, Michelle, 50
Roll out. See School leadership team roll out; Staff culture roll out; Student culture roll out
Routines and Procedures 101, 141
Routines and procedures development:
management trajectory related to,
141–142; Routines and Procedures 101,
141; strong voice, 141–142
Routines and procedures implementation:
Routines and Procedures 201, 142; set
routines for discourse, 146–147; teacher
radar, 143; what to do for, 142; whole-class
reset, 143–144
Rubrics: Culture Walkthrough Data (Scores
on Student Culture Rubric), 190–192;
Data-driven Instruction and Assessment
Implementation Rubric, 85; Instructional
Leadership Rubric—Advanced Column,
309–310; sample culture rubric, 231, 236;
Student Culture Rubric, 259

S
Sample Minute-by-Minute Student Culture
Plan, 233–236
Sanford, Jarvis, 252–253
Saphier, Jon, 137, 267, 274
SAT, 34, 37, 41
Savarirayan, Serena, 136–137
Schaefer, Andrew: guided discourse used
by, 54–56; Stop and Jot used by, 55;
video clip 5 (Schaefer—Guided
Discourse), 54
Scheduling: build your weekly, 318–330; clear
roles and schedules mean a clear mind,
273; Data-Driven Instruction Monthly
Map, 73–76, 78; elementary and middle
school schedule samples on DVD, 76; Eric
Diamon’s Schedule: Everything, 329; Eric
Diamon’s Schedule: Just Culture, 322; Eric
Diamon’s Schedule: Student Culture, All
Meetings, and Observations, 316; Eric
Diamon’s Schedule: Student Culture and
All Meetings, 324; Eric Diamon’s Schedule:
Student Culture and Group Meetings, 323;
the leadership team’s schedule, 294–296;
Managing Leadership Teams—An
Instructional Leader’s Schedule, 295–296;
set clear weekly schedules for staff, 271;
Setting Clear Roles—Creating Equitable
and Transparent Schedules, 270; Weekly
Data Meetings as highest-leverage in a,
57–59; weekly email’s Month at a Glance,
272; Weekly Schedule—Week of Interim
Assessments, 76–78; Where Observation
and Feedback Fit in a Leader’s Schedule,
17t. See also Action planning; Time
management; Weekly Data Meeting
School culture: description of the lever, 8;
Eric Diamon’s Schedule: Just Culture, 322;
Observation and Feedback schedule for
building, 17t; time management
turnaround by focusing on, 338. See also
Culture; Staff culture; Student culture
School leader examples: exceptional results
that exceed expectations criteria of, 4–5;
Findings from the Field written by the, 12;
“good-to-great” mentality trait of, 7;
Leverage Leadership 2.0s more diverse
array of, 11; replicable results criteria of, 5.
See also specific school leader
School leaders: the challenges and path ahead
faced by, 21; “circle of leadership”
inclusion of all, 17–18; Observation
Tracker insights into patterns across, 174;
time management skills of exceptional,
291; understanding moment to moment
actions of great, 4; when you have larger
than 12:1 leader-to-teacher ratio, 320. See
also Leadership models
School leadership myths: “culture comes
before/after instruction” debate, 7–8;
observations, walkthroughs, and teacher
evaluations are enough, 6–7; principals are
administrators and not instructional
leaders, 6; teacher development takes ten
years, 7; there is a “principal personality,” 7, 292. See also Leadership models

School leadership team development: choose your team, 291–293, 309; lead effective leadership team meetings, 301–308, 309; monitor the school, 299–301, 309; train your team and roll out the vision, 293–299, 309

School leadership team meetings: leading effective meetings, 301–308; leading PD of, 184–186

School leadership team painting: Antonio Burt (Part 1), 289–290; Antonio Burt (Part 2), 293–294; Mike Mann (Part 3), 297

School leadership team roll out: Antonio Burt on starting the process, 293–294; build the team’s schedule, 294–296; equip your team, 298–299; Managing Leadership Teams—An Instructional Leader’s Schedule, 295–296; train them like a football team, 294; train your team, 296–298

School leadership teams: Action Planning Worksheet for MANAGING LEADERSHIP TEAMS, 311–312; Action Steps for Principals Managing School Leadership Teams, 310–311; Antonio Burt and Laura Garza leading PD of their, 184–186; choosing your team, 291–293; distribute observation and feedback across your, 132; DVD resources available on managing, 298–299, 311; keys to development of, 291–308, 309; lever of managing your, 8; look for reliability and receptiveness in members of, 292; a picture of the Ford Road Elementary School, 289–290; remember the 12:1 golden ratio, 292–293; Sample Instructional Leadership Rubric—Advanced Column, 309–310. See also Instructional leaders

Schools: with curriculum planning autonomy, 119; PD responding to real needs of, 186; sample operations plan for shutting down for holidays, 332; when you have larger than 12:1 leader-to-teacher ratio, 320; without curriculum planning autonomy, 119

Science: Both Content and Skill (key needs in core subjects), 95; content knowledge when hiring for high school, 269

Scope and Sequence for action steps: Findings from the Field on using, 154; Kathleen Sullivan’s reflections on using, 153; “think waterfall” mantra for, 153

See It. Name It. Do It. framework: how to teach using the, 197–202; implementing any of the seven levers using, 11; introduction to the, 9–10; tools available on the DVD, 165. See also Do It (See It. Name It. Do It.); Name It (See It. Name It. Do It.)

See It (See It. Name It. Do It.): coaching for effective planning using, 112–113; create a staff culture of practice using, 274; for effective feedback delivery, 156–158; Giving Effective Feedback using, 166–169; help teachers to get it by having them, 157; how to teach using the, 197–198; Leverage Leadership 2.0 vs. Leverage Leadership on feedback, 160; Stop and Jot on feedback meeting, 156; tools available on the DVD, 165

See It videos: clip 1 (Garza—See It, Name It, Do It—Weekly Data Meeting), 11–13; clip 6 (Stinson—See [Standard]—Weekly Data Meeting), 61–62; clip 7 (Bridges—See It [Exemplar]—Weekly Data Meeting), 62–63; clip 8 (Worrell—See It [Gap]—Weekly Data Meeting), 64; clip 16 (Anderson—See It [Model, Gap]—Feedback Meeting), 156; clip 21 (Dowling—See it. Name It—Leading PD), 197–198; clip 26 (Burnam—See
See It videos: (Continued)
  It—Practice Clinic, 210, 218; clip 28
  (Pelliccio—See It [Model]—Academic
  Discourse), 225; clip 29 (Carr—Do It—
  Roll Out to Staff), 238
Self-assessment: Action Planning Worksheet
  for DATA-DRIVEN INSTRUCTION, 86;
  Action Planning Worksheet for
  OBSERVATION AND FEEDBACK, 15;
  Action Planning Worksheet for
  PLANNING, 124; Action Planning
  Worksheet for PROFESSIONAL
  DEVELOPMENT, 216. See also
  Assessments
Set the vision. See Staff culture—Set the
  vision; Student culture—Set the vision
Shakespeare, William: Macbeth by, 33–34;
  Sonnet 65 by, 181–182
Shells, Stacey, 250
Silent signals feedback strategy, 165
Sims, Brian: on challenge of improving staff
  culture, 284–285; on turning around
  resistant teachers, 283
Single-question-level analysis, 47–48
Sixth-grade math: questions for assessing
  student learning, 31–33; ratio and rate
  reasoning standard, 30
The Skillful Teacher (Saphier), 137
Skills: Both Content and Skill (key needs in
  core subjects), 94–95; Stop and Jot on
  content and, 96; unit planning to teach
  both content and, 94–96
Skills development: sample US History unit
  plan for, 102–104; See It. Name It. Do It.
  framework for, 9–10. See also Knowledge
development
Small-group work: monitor by observing, 57;
  set routines for, 146–147
Small talk: relationship building using,
  275–276; Stop and Jot ideas on, 276
Smith, Ms., 237–238
Sonnet 65 (Shakespeare), 181–182
Special needs students: data analysis and
  DDI for, 49–50; ELA Interim Assessment
  (IA) 7–1–Network Analysis, 187–188. See
  also Learning needs
Staats, Bradley, 203
Staff: appreciate your, 276; challenge of
  resistance during turnaround from,
  283–284; create peak moments for,
  277–279; hiring, 267–268; instructional
  leadership is about helping them to
  succeed, 265; investment in setting and
  fixing student culture, 249; remember their
  story, 275; roll out school culture vision to
  your, 224, 236–242; sample guidance on
  whom to go to for operations support,
  333; A Tale of Two Leaders Launching
  Student Culture case study, 237–241; video
  clip 29 (Carr—Do It—Roll Out to Staff),
  238; video clip 30 (Diamon—Do It—Roll
  Out to Staff), 239–240; video clip 31
  (Carr—Do It—Rehearsal), 240. See also
  Teachers
Staff behaviors: belief in your behavior,
  267–268; don’t turn a blind eye to
  negative, 280; having accountability
  conversations about, 280–283; hunger to
  learn, 268; name the ones you want to see,
  267; set clear roles and, 269–270
Staff culture: Action Planning Worksheet for
  STAFF CULTURE, 288; Action Steps for
  Principals for Staff Culture, 286–287;
  building trust in the, 263–264; description
  of the lever, 8; Eric Diamon’s Schedule:
  Just Culture, 322; Eric Diamon’s Schedule:
  Student Culture, All Meetings,
  Observations, and Staff Culture Checks,
  327; the great ones are built on love, 266;
  protect it, 277–284, 285; roll it out,
  273–277, 285; sample weekly email used to
  build, 271–273; set clear weekly schedules
for, 271; set the vision for, 266–273, 285; time management turnaround by focusing on, 338; turnaround—coming together for a great, 284–285; weekly schedule reserving time for, 318, 325, 330. See also Culture; School culture; Teachers

Staff culture protection: accountability conversations, 280–283; challenge of resistant staff in turnaround, 283–284; create peak moments, 277–279; identify and correct the gaps, 277, 279–281; narrate the positive, 277, 279

Staff culture roll out: build relationships, 275–277; create a culture of practice, 274–275; creating a common culture by being part of it, 274; lead by example, 273–274

Staff culture—Set the vision: issues to consider for, 266–267; name the behavior you wish to see, 267–268

Standards: core idea on value of, 32; sample US History unit plan, 101–102; sixth-grade math ratio and rate reasoning, 30; used in sixth-grade math assessment questions, 31–33

Standards-level data analysis, 46

State-test aligned assessment, 36–37

STEM fields: content knowledge when hiring teachers for, 269; Math, 30–33, 94–95, 194, 196; science, 95, 269

Stinson, Mary Ann Green: on challenges of starting DDI at her school, 79; conducting peer-to-peer session on data-driven instruction, 25–27; data analysis by looking for patterns, 46; diligent use of data analysis by, 43; helping to build great schools and student futures, 348; knowing actions to take to improve instruction, 30; on locking in culture with systems, 232; results of thirty-minute weekly data meetings with, 29–30; video clip 2 (See It, Name It (Gap)—Weekly Data Meeting), 26, 63; video clip 6 (See It [Standard]—Weekly Data Meeting), 61; video clip 10 (Do It [Plan]—Weekly Data Meeting), 65; video clip 11 (Do It [Practice]—Weekly Data Meeting), 66; video clip 13 (Do It [Follow Up]—Weekly Data Meeting), 67

Stop and Jot on DDI: video clip 2 (Stinson—See It, Name It (Gap)—Weekly Data Meeting), 26, 63; video clip 4 (Worrell—Think-Aloud—Model the Thinking), 53; video clip 5 (Schaefer—Guided Discourse), 55; video clip 6 (Stinson—See It [Standard]—Weekly Data Meeting), 61; video clip 9 (Frazier—Do It [Plan]—Weekly Data Meeting), 65; video clip 10 (Stinson—Do It [Plan]—Weekly Data Meeting), 65; video clip 11 (Stinson—Do It [Practice]—Weekly Data Meeting), 66; video clip 12 (Frazier—Do It [Practice]—Weekly Data Meeting), 66

Stop and Jot on observation and feedback:

video clip 15 (Anderson—Do It [Practice]—Feedback Meeting), 162; video clip 16 (Anderson—See It [Model, Gap]—Feedback Meeting), 156; video clip 17 (Anderson—Name It—Feedback Meeting), 158–159; video clip 18 (Anderson—Do It [Plan]—Feedback Meeting), 160–161

Stop and Jot on PD: Antonio Burt and Laura Garza leading PD of their teams, 185–186; video clip 20 (Dowling—Do It [Practice]—Leading PD), 201; video clip 21 (Dowling—See it. Name It—Leading PD), 197; video clip 22 (Corburn—Do It [Plan]—Leading PD), 200, 201; video clip 23 (Frazier—Do It [Plan]—Leading PD), 200; video clip 24 (Frazier—Do It [Practice]—Leading PD), 201
Stop and Jot on planning: on content and skills, 96; Enlightenment and Revolution lesson plan, 110; identify gaps in school’s curriculum and your assessments, 93

Stop and Jot on staff culture: ideas for engaging in small talk, 276; three peak moments you could create for staff, 279; three peak moments you could create for your staff, 279

Stop and Jot on student culture: Ms. Smith launching the student culture, 237; Tara Carr launching the student culture, 238; video clip 27 (Garza—See It [Model]—Morning Routines), 226; video clip 29 (Carr—Do It—Roll Out to Staff), 238; video clip 30 (Diamon—Do It—Roll Out to Staff), 239; video clip 31 (Carr—Do It—Rehearsal), 240

Stover, Del, 35

Student culture: Action Planning Worksheet for STUDENT CULTURE, 259–261; Action Steps for Principals Student Culture, 254–259; Culture Walkthrough Data (Scores on Student Culture Rubric), 190–192; DVD materials on, 260; as environment where learning grows, 221–222; Eric Diamon’s Schedule: Just Culture, 322; Eric Diamon’s Schedule: Student Culture, All Meetings, Observations, and Staff Culture Checks, 327; Eric Diamon’s Schedule: Student Culture and All Meetings, 324; formed by repeated practice, 222; as foundation on which students develop virtuous action, 227; Guide to Training Materials (DVD) on, 298; investment of staff in setting and fixing, 249; is what you see and not what you hope for, 225; lead a whole-school reset, 247–248; lock in culture with systems, 232–233; Mary Ann Green Stinson’s efforts to improve, 26–27; morning routines, 226–227; A Parent’s Testimonial on Student Culture: “My Third Graders Talks About Going to College,” 249; Schedule: Student Culture, All Meetings, and Observations, 326; setting expectations and teaching them to children to improve, 224; steps for building a, 224–248; Student Culture Rubric on, 259; time management turnaround by focusing on, 338; turnaround–fixing a broken, 248–253; weekly schedule reserving time for, 318, 321. See also Culture; School culture

Student culture building steps: roll it out to your staff, 224, 236–242; roll it out to your students, 224, 242–243; set the vision, 224–236

Student culture monitoring: lead publicly, 243; manage, evaluate, and lead whole-school reset, 246–248; role in maintaining student culture, 224, 243–248; the 30-day playbook, 244–246

Student culture roll out: day 1 dress rehearsal, 242; it is the details that count, 236; monitor and maintain, 224, 243–248; Ms. Smith vs. Tera Carr’s approach to, 237–238; roll out to your staff, 224, 236–242; roll out to your students, 224, 242–243; See It, Name It, Do It, 238–241

Student culture turnaround: constancy as most important leader factor for, 25; facing the brutal facts on, 250; fixing a broken culture, 248–249; getting a buy-in to culture change for, 252–253; model constantly and constancy, 250–252; a parent’s testimonial on, 249

Student culture videos: clip 27 (Garza—See It [Model]—Morning Routines), 222, 226; clip 28 (Pelliccio—See It [Model]—Academic Discourse), 225; clip 29 (Carr—Do It—Roll Out to Staff), 238; clip 30
(Do It—Roll Out to Staff), 239–240; clip 31 (Carr—Do It—Rehearsal), 240; clip 32 (Bridges—See It—Student Culture Reset), 247

Student culture—Set the vision: Blanton School Morning Arrival sample vision, 228–229; clip 27 (Garza—See It [Model]—Morning Routines), 222, 226; craft minute-by-minute systems, 232; find the gap, 231–232; find your model, 227–228; Findings from the Field on, 232–233; measuring effectiveness of, 236; plant your vision—morning arrival, 229–231; Sample Minute-by-Minute Student Culture Plan, 233–236; Sample Minute-by-Minute Student Culture Plan—Elementary School Morning Arrival, 233–235; for the student culture you want, 224–225; video clip 28 (Pelliccio—See It [Model]—Academic Discourse), 225

Student engagement: build the momentum, 144; engage all students for, 144–145; individual student corrections, 145–146; narrate the positive, 145; pacing lessons for, 144

Student learning: effective instruction results in, 28; making it sticky, 97–98; Mary Ann Green Stinson’s approach to fixing, 26–27; See It. Name It. Do It. framework for, 9–10; spend instruction time on what they need to learn, 43. See also Learning

Student learning needs: check for whole-group understanding, 144; Reteaching 101—Model, 144–145; teach habits of evidence to fulfill, 144

Student work: identifying PD objective using assessment data and, 187–188; maximizing the power of PD by monitoring, 208–209. See also Assessments

Students: attendance issues, 333; DDI for special needs, 49–50; ELA Interim

Assessment (IA)  7–1–Network Analysis, 187–188; roll out student culture to, 242–243; what works for adults will work for children, 242

Sullivan, Kathleen, 153

Superintendents, 20–21

Systems: Findings from the Field on, 232–233; lock in culture with, 232–233; Sample Minute-by-Minute Student Culture Plan on Elementary School Morning Arrival, 233–236; transforming student culture with, 232

T

A Tale of Two Leaders Launching Student Culture case study, 237–241

The Talent Code (Coyle), 139

Tate, Laquita, 290

Teach Like a Champion (Lemov), 137, 139, 198, 228

Teacher development. See Professional development (PD)

Teacher radar, 143

Teachers: challenge of resistant, 283; evaluations are not sufficient on their own, 6–7; have a core idea on what works in teaching, 30; hiring, 267–269; importance of content knowledge by, 269; maintain locked-in time to check in with, 334–335; set clear weekly schedules for, 271; setting clear roles and responsibilities for, 269–270; when you have larger than 12:1 leader-to-teacher ratio, 320; will rise to level of expectations, 68. See also Professional development (PD); Staff; Staff culture

Teaching: core idea on what works in, 30; See It. Name It. Do It. framework used for, 197–202. See also Reteaching

Teaching Trust (Dallas), 264, 285

Teams. See School leadership teams
Templates: data analysis reports, 45; monthly map, 338–339; weekly schedule, 319, 330

Tennessee State Test Results: Ford Road Elementary, 290

Testimonials, 12–13

Testing: Advanced Placement, 37; Advanced Placement Results: North Star Washington Park High School, 90, 91fig; comparing multiple-choice and open-ended questions, 33–34; data-driven instruction and outcomes in multiple schools, 29; International Baccalaureate, 37; Minnesota Achievement Results: Friends of Education Schools, Multiple Measurements Rating (MMR), 28; New Jersey PARRC Assessment Vailsburg Middle School, 316fig; New Jersey PARRC Results: Camden Prep, 184fig; New Jersey State PARRC Test Results: Alexander Street School, 54fig; New Mexico PARCC Assessment: David Skeet Elementary School, 90, 91fig; “teaching to the test” issue of, 41; Tennessee State Test Results: Ford Road Elementary, 290fig

Time management: Action Planning Worksheet for FINDING THE TIME, 344–345; exceptional school leaders use their time wisely, 291; Findings from the field on, 340–341; getting ready for the school day, 315; “Hyperactive Superficial Principal Syndrome” impacting, 316; lock in leadership by planning your, 317; not being able to afford to not pursue, 342; pressures on school leaders related to, 316–317; turnaround–focus on data and culture, 338; understanding that you do have control over time, 317. See also Scheduling

Time management tasks: build your monthly map, 335–339; daily action plan, 340; Finding from the Field on, 340–341; as key to finding the time, 318, 342

Time management tools: build your weekly schedule, 318–330, 342; defend your time, 318, 330–335, 342; managing tasks, 318, 335–341, 342

Tobin, Jackson, 164

The Together Leader (Heyck-Merlin), 326
The Together Teacher (Heyck-Merlin), 336

The Top Five Errors to Avoid When Giving Feedback, 155

Transparency of assessments, 35–36, 40
Transportation/dismissal operations, 333

Truesdell Education Campus (Washington, DC), 25–28, 79, 232

Trust building, 263–264

Turn and Talk, 55–56

U

Uncommon Collegiate High School (UCC), 127–129fig, 182
“Understanding by design” approach, 97

Unit planning: description of, 92; examples available on the DVD, 99; make it memorable and meaningful, 97; matching
needs of your subject to, 96; plan backwards from assessment, 92–93; rigor and relevance, 98–99; sample AP US History unit plan, 99–106, 111; Stop and Jot on content and skills, 96; teach both content and skill, 94–96
Universal prompts, 138, 146–147
University of Chicago, 348
University of Connecticut’s women’s basketball team, 3–4
US History unit plan: Art Worrell’s, 99–106; assessment summary, 100–101; enduring understandings, 99–100; essential question, 100; Part 2: Five Days of the Unit Plan, 105; standards, 101–102; summary of, 99
USMLE, 34
Utton, Rebecca, 224
V
Vailsburg Elementary School (Newark), 49, 238–240, 316 fig
Van Hooks, Chavon, 290
Vences, Deryk, 347, 348
Verrilli, Beth, 37–38
Verrilli, James, 340–341
Video clips: clip 1 (Garza—See It, Name It, Do It—Weekly Data Meeting), 12; clip 2 (Stinson—See It, Name It (Gap)—Weekly Data Meeting), 26, 63; clip 3 (Worrell—Think-Aloud—Set Listening Task), 52; clip 4 (Worrell—Think-Aloud—Model the Thinking), 53; clip 5 (Schaef er—Guided Discourse), 54; clip 6 (Stinson—See It [Standard]—Weekly Data Meeting), 61–62; clip 7 (Bridges—See It [Exemplar]—Weekly Data Meeting), 62–63; clip 8 (Worrell—See It [Gap]—Weekly Data Meeting), 64; clip 9 (Frazier—Do It [Plan]—Weekly Data Meeting), 65; clip 10 (Stinson—Do It [Plan]—Weekly Data Meeting), 65; clip 11 (Stinson—Do It [Practice]—Weekly Data Meeting), 66; clip 12 (Frazier—Do It [Practice]—Weekly Data Meeting), 66; clip 13 (Stinson—Do It [Follow Up]—Weekly Data Meeting), 67; clip 14 (Frazier—Do It [Follow Up]—Weekly Data Meeting), 67; clip 15 (Anderson—Do It [Practice]—Feedback Meeting), 128, 161–162; clip 16 (Anderson—See It [Model, Gap]—Feedback Meeting), 156; clip 17 (Anderson—Name It—Feedback Meeting), 158–159; clip 18 (Anderson—Do It [Plan]—Feedback Meeting), 160–161; clip 19 (Bridges—Real-Time Feedback), 164; clip 20 (Dowling—Do It [Practice]—Leading PD), 182, 201–202; clip 21 (Dowling—See it. Name It—Leading PD), 197–198; clip 23 (Corburn—Do It [Plan]—Leading PD), 200, 201; clip 23 (Frazier—Do It [Plan]—Leading PD), 200; clip 24 (Frazier—Do It [Practice]—Leading PD), 201; clip 25 (Worrell—Reflect), 203; clip 26 (Burnam—See It—Practice Clinic), 210; clip 27 (Garza—See It [Model]—Morning Routines), 222, 226; clip 28 (Pelliccio—See It [Model]—Academic Discourse), 225; clip 29 (Carr—Do It—Roll Out to Staff), 238; clip 30 (Do It—Roll Out to Staff), 239–240; clip 31 (Carr—Do It—Rehearsal), 240; clip 32 (Bridges—See It—Student Culture Reset), 247. See also DVD; Findings from the Field
W
Walkthroughs: Culture Walkthrough Data (Scores on Student Culture Rubric), 190–192; to monitor student culture action steps, 247–248; PD implementation by doing, 209; to quantify student culture or rigor, 190; are not sufficient on their own, 6–7. See also Observations
Walsh, Bill, 244
Warm greetings, 275
Washington Park High School, 348
Weekly Data Meeting schedules: Data-Driven Instruction Monthly Map on, 73–76, 78; scheduling for teachers and leadership team, 78; Weekly Schedule—Week of Interim Assessments, 76–78
Weekly Data Meeting videos: clip 1 (Garza—See It, Name It, Do It—Weekly Data Meeting), 11–12; clip 2 (Stinson—See It, Name It (Gap)—Weekly Data Meeting), 26, 63; clip 6 (Stinson—See [Standard]—Weekly Data Meeting), 61–62; clip 7 (Bridges—See It [Exemplar]—Weekly Data Meeting), 62–63; clip 8 (Worrell—See It [Gap]—Weekly Data Meeting), 64; clip 9 (Frazier—Do It [Plan]—Weekly Data Meeting), 65; clip 10 (Stinson—Do It [Plan]—Weekly Data Meeting), 65; clip 11 (Stinson—Do It [Practice]—Weekly Data Meeting), 66; clip 12 (Frazier—Do It [Practice]—Weekly Data Meeting), 66; clip 13 (Stinson—Do It [Follow Up]—Weekly Data Meeting), 67; clip 14 (Frazier—Do It [Follow Up]—Weekly Data Meeting), 67
Weekly Data Meetings: content expertise issue of leading, 60–61; example of a, 14–15; Findings from the Field on, 71–72; follow up at the end of the, 67; as highest-leverage thirty minutes for a school leader, 57–59; Instructional Leader PD—Weekly Data Meetings, 194–195, 196; Laura Garza on importance of her, 43; leading the, 57–72; Mary Ann Green Stinson’s thirty-minute, 25–27, 29–30; summary of best practices for leading, 68–71. See also Data analysis; Data-driven instruction meetings; Meetings; Scheduling
Weekly Data Meetings preparation: content expertise, 60–61; data analysis, 59–60; have
the room and materials ready, 60; summary of best practices for, 68
Weekly schedule: making time for important actions instead of crises, 318; now make your own, 330; reflect on what you’ve accomplished, 328, 330; steps for building your, 318–328; time management by building your, 318–330; Weekly Schedule Template, 319
Weekly schedule steps: 1. prework for building your, 318, 320–321; 2. block out student culture times, 318, 321; 3. lock in PD and other group meetings, 318, 321; 4. lock in teacher-leader meetings, 318, 321, 325; 5. lock in time for classroom observations, 318, 325; 6. lock in staff culture, 318, 325, 330; 7. lock in work time, 328
Welch, Jack, 268
Welch, Suzy, 268
Westwood Elementary (Caddo Parish, LA), 29
Wheelington, Tanya, 249
Whisper prompt feedback strategy, 165
White, Paul, 276
Whole-group understanding, 144
Wiggins, Grant, 97
Winning (Welch and Welch), 268
A word on . . . Preparing Presentations, 204
Work time: add to schedule for big projects, 328; build your weekly schedule, 318–330; defend your time during, 318, 330–335; exceptional school leaders use their time wisely, 291; “Hyperactive Superficial Principal Syndrome” impacting, 316; lock in leadership by planning your, 317; managing tasks to manage your, 318, 335–341; Observation and Feedback schedule during, 177; time pressures on school leaders, 316–317

Worrell, Art: Stop and Jot modeling exercise used by, 53; US History unit plan by, 99–106; video clip 3 (Think-Aloud—Set Listening Task), 52; video clip 4 (Think-Aloud—Model the Thinking), 53; video clip 8 (See It [Gap]—Weekly Data Meeting), 64; video clip 25 (Reflect), 203

Worrell, Juliana, 203